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Editorial Desk
Education plays an important role in the development of any nation and the objectives of education create and
control the picture of that nation. For better nation and better future, all the children in the country need to be
educated, which is clear to all of us. But one question is are all educated people are successful today? If yes then
why our country is still in the list of developing countries after 68 years of independence too? If not then why are
they not successful after providing education too? When I think of this I simply have one answer that the quality of
education that we are providing to our children in our schools is the key factor which is effecting.
We at Edify school continuously strive for the education that will equip children to become fore-sighted, brilliant
and brave leaders, Vision driven business people, Sensible Physicians, Responsible Teachers, Honest Lawyers,
and most importantly the perfect human beings.
The Magazine New Era is one of the evidences that all the efforts that team edify is taken to shape the children.
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What is 3C?
.

, purposefulness, observation,
reasoning and logic.
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Themes in 3C
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Cover Page Story
Today's world is a global village. Everyone
is connected to one another in this vast network
generated by the Internet. , “The new electronic
independence re-creates the world in the image
of a global village.” This electronic independence
is inherently dependent upon the Internet. It
illuminates the lives of thousands of people by
spreading knowledge internationally, thereby
making us global citizens.
Online social media have gained
astounding worldwide growth and popularity
which has led to attracting attention from variety of researchers globally. Although with time all generations
have come to embrace the changes social network has brought about, teenagers and young adults are the
most fanatic users of these sites. According to various research studies in the ﬁeld of online social networks,
it has been revealed that these sites are impacting the lives of the youth greatly.
In the past, the communicating and free sharing of thoughts among people were restricted by long
distance, nationality and/or religion. But now, even these barriers cannot stop the ﬂow of information and
knowledge. The new world of social networking allows free sharing of thoughts. Online social networks are
created by websites such as Facebook, which has emerged as a giant in this social world. So how do these
networks affect our education? How do they inﬂuence the lives of students?
Humans are social animals. We always like to remain in some group or another, and we prefer to follow what
this group does. All of our traditions and cultures are the product of this group-oriented facet of human
nature. Actually, many reasons exist that explain why students love to spend time socializing. Firstly, social
networks provide them the freedom to do whatever they want — to upload what they want and talk to
whom they want. They like to make new friends and comment on the lives of different people. Students can
create other online identities that the real world does not allow. The freedom it gives them to act just by
sitting in front of a computer enthrals them, and they then demand for more freedom. Never before has it
been so easy for young minds to create a digital image of their actions through such a spontaneous medium.
But this has a darker side that has gained the attention of many parents, and even eminent
psychologists, all over the world. One of the biggest problems is the identity crisis constant social
networking produces.
“The types of actions users take and the kinds of information they are adding to their proﬁles are a
reﬂection of their identities.”
The lives of people, especially students, are largely inﬂuenced by what is posted by other people on
their proﬁles. The habits that students learn are decided more by what their friends do and less by the
teachings of parents or professors.
Our students have become prone to frequent ﬂuctuations in mood and self-control. If one of a
student's friends posted about his or her present relationship with someone, then other friends are pressed
to do the same thing. Actions that attract more public attention hold more value, even despite some of them
being immoral or illegal. We even see that many students are worried about their looks, and so they always
try to upload nicer pictures than their friends. A recent survey has stated that whenever someone uploads a
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proﬁle picture, it immediately affects the moods of friends. It often produces stress, anxiety or fear about
their identities as people. Consistently thinking in this way can sometimes lead to depression. According
various studies, scientists' evaluation determined that social isolation can lead to a host of emotional,
psychological, physical and mental problems which include anxiety, depression and somatic complaints
among many others.
Other negative effects of social networking various people suggested included encouraging poor
spelling and grammar, exposing underage to online predators, allowing spread of misinformation that is
perceived as fact, decreasing productivity as those who are supposed to be working spend time in the sites
to chat, provide a perfect platform for cyber bullying and providing details that increase risks of identity
theft.
Getting too involved in social media can lead to an addiction that inculcates bad habits. Students
prefer to chat with friends for hours, and this leads to a waste of time that could have been used for studying,
playing or learning new skills. It is often said that a long-term friendship or relationship is developed when
people meet each other, spend time and share their experiences. But this virtual way of communicating with
each other does not lead to a natural, friendly experience and hence cannot produce a healthy relationship
with those friends.
Considering all of the above pros and cons, it is necessary to develop certain regulations over the use
of such social networking sites, especially for high school and college students. But still, students should get
the choice to spend time socializing in an effective way. It should not hamper their school or college
performance, and it should be kept in mind that social networking sites create virtual worlds that drastically
differ from reality. Students should develop the cognitive and intuitive ability to analyze how much time they
want to spend on social media. It is left up to the students to decide what really matters in their life and how
much of this virtual life translates to real life.
Television and Social Development
Television tends to be a passive medium, which requires little skill and thought on our part (although
some programming bucks this trend). Therefore, television provides little opportunity for meaningful
interaction while watching. Watchers simply sit there and ingest what is presented to them without having to
respond or react to another person. Obviously this can have serious effects on people's social skills because
viewers are not practicing how to relate to and deal with other people.
It is apparent that technology has the potential to harm or enhance your social skills and social life.
The key is to analyze how technology affects you socially. Do technologies help you build positive,
meaningful relationships, or do technologies hinder this process? Are you better able to communicate,
listen, and share because of the technologies in your life? Do you use technologies to improve your
relationships and build new ones? Are you letting a few choice people know who you are and what you
contribute to this world, or are you merely distracting yourself with shallow pursuits? Does technology
increase or decrease your concern for others, your compassion for others, and your desire to serve them?
Such are the critical questions regarding technology and social development.
Conclusion
Technology is like a coin which has both positive and negative sides. We are the deciders and we have
to choose how to use it. The usage of technology for over exploitation of resources should be always
avoided. If we use it for positive things, it will have positive effect of our lives and vice versa. Nobody would
oppose the development of technologies in any sector but the developments should be in a positive way
and they should not have any negative impact on present or future generations.
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Academic Excellence Grade X 2015-16
Edify school has been imparting quality education to students for the past four years. This year we have
moved a step ahead as our ﬁrst X batch appeared for the CBSE board examination. Our students have
proved their mettle by achieving 100% results with ﬁve students scoring 10 grade points. CBSE has
honored them with appreciation certiﬁcates for their ability and hard work. In appreciation, Edify proudly
announced the academic achievers and presented them with the Merit Awards at the Annual Day
celebrations.

A. Nishitha
10/10 CGPA

S. Rukmini
10/10 CGPA

M. Rithik
10/10 CGPA

P. Sandeep
10/10 CGPA

B.Sai Kirthi
10/10 CGPA
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K. R. Sanjana
9.8/10 CGPA

ASSEMBLY PRESENTATIONS
An assembly is when the school community, or a part of it, meets together to share aspects of life that
are of worth. It acts as a medium for communicating matters of signiﬁcance from one generation to
another. In England, an act of collective worship is usually held as part of an assembly as it has been a
legal requirement since the 1944 Education Act.
It is very helpful in developing a community spirit among the students. They get occasions to see, feel
and know the school as an organised group. An average student remaining in his class does not
appreciate his relationship to the school as a whole. Every child must become a full-ﬂedged citizen of the
school. In a school assembly, the students are told about the traditions, rides and ideals of the school. To
be socially efﬁcient, every child must know how to sit in a gathering. Social etiquette demands that
children must listen to the speakers with courtesy and patience. When and how to applaud is another
quality that must be developed. The school assembly trains the students in this art. Prizes to the students
for outstanding accomplishments of any nature, curricular or co-curricular should be given before the
entire school. This action will motivate other students to perform outstanding accomplishments. It gives
training to a large number of students in effective appearance and expression before the critical
audience.
Our assemblies, which include our Acts of Worship [the legal obligation], are an important feature of our
school's life. They act as one of the main ways by which we create our positive reﬂective ethos and
promote our values-based education. Pupils are very aware that all staff, by their positive attitude,
involve themselves in assemblies, acting as role models for the pupils to emulate. Assemblies contain
times of quiet reﬂection that enable pupils to develop the deepest values and aspirations of the human
spirit.
Our assemblies help the kids to cultivate in these ways as given below:
•
To make the students or group of students come forward and present a drama, skit, debate, or
declamation on a theme or topic of common interest. This in turn will help them gain selfconﬁdence, connecting better with their peers and feel a sense of fulﬁlment at having presented
something of quality.
•
To express and reinforce the code of conduct expected both from teachers and students.
•
To give a platform to almost everyone to share a common concern pertaining to the particular
school or even a larger community.
•
To make the students and teachers understand the philosophy of the school and to live by it.
•
And to instil a feeling of communion.
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International yoga day:
Meditation and yoga was practiced by the students to promote global health, harmony, peace and to
spread the awareness about adopting yoga in one's life style. Dr. Sri Chakravarthigaru( M.Phil.)
addressed on the role and importance of yoga in education.

Father's day:
Students gifted lovely greeting cards to their fathers in school as a token of love and honour to
fatherhood. Ms. Geetha delivered a speech on the signiﬁcance of father's role in the society.

International day against drug abuse:
Students presented posters and speeches expressing their determination to strengthen the action
and co-operation to achieve the goal of an international society – free of drug abuse and illicit
trafﬁcking.
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National Doctors day:
Promoting general health and hygiene was the main idea of the celebration. Dr.Pramodini presented a
speech stating the contribution of physicians in our country.

Kargil victory day:
The students saluted the sacriﬁces 527 Indian bravehearts in the 1999 Kargil conﬂict between India and
Pakistan. Students observed silence in respect for the departed souls.

Conservation week:
The theme for Conservation Week was 'Healthy Nature Healthy People'. Students planted many
saplings. The school conducted literary events to encourage students in conserving electricity, fuel
and water as a mark of supporting the preservation of natural resources.
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Swachh Abhiyan:
To promote SwachhAbiyan – Clean India, Green India students presented Swachh Bharat song and
Telugu skit. They actively participated in the 'Keep the school clean' drive, followed by oath taking.

World student's day:
Students the core part of this day presented speeches to mark the success of India's former President, a
great scientist and above all a great human being. APJ Abdul Kalam's birthday is declared as 'World
Students Day', in recognition for supporting multiculturalism, diversity and cooperation among
students across the globe.

Diwali celebrations:
Diwali, the festival of lights is celebrated with joy and fervour. Children were motivated to celebrate
Diwali with diyas and not crackers to avoid air and noise pollution which in turn has adverse effects on
our health.
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National education day
This day is celebrated to honor the birth anniversary of Sir MaulanaAbulKalam Azad, the ﬁrst education
minister of independent India. Students highlighted that the objective of celebrating this day is to
strengthen our educational institutions and to raise the quality of education to greater heights.

International day for the prevention of child abuse:
Child abuse is a universal and alarming problem and children were educated about the need for
increased attention and efﬁcient protection skills and prevention measures are necessary at family,
local, national and international level.

World constitution day:
To commemorate the adoption of Constitution of India which came into effect on 26 January 1950.
Students presented posters and discussed the amendments in brief.
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Importance of reading:
Mrs. Jayasudha, librarian spoke about the importance of reading habit. Primary and secondary
students practised reading books for one hour.

Human rights day:
Students exhibited various maxims about all human right issues correlated to races, religion, culture,
political, civil, economical rights and Sri Nageswara Rao Garu, District Judge have explained the
students regarding the Human Rights.

International women's day:
International Women's Day is a time to celebrate acts of courage and determination by ordinary
women to bring about a change in the minds of women. Teachers came out with their words about the
signiﬁcance of women in the family.
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Road safety week:
Students of grade 8 and 9 executed a skit about the importance of road safety consciousness. We had
an interaction session with the trafﬁc police (C.I) Muraligaru to enhance the awareness of children on
road safety.

Maathrubhashadhinotsavam:
This day marks the importance and respect one should possess towards his mother tongue in spite of
knowing numerous other languages. Teachers sang Telugu song admiring the “Telugu thalli”and
spoke on the need to revive our culture which is slowly losing its essence.

National science day:
This day is celebrated in India on 28 February each year to mark the discovery of the Raman Effect by
Indian physicist Sir Chandrasekhar Venkata Raman. Students celebrations includes speeches, science
exhibitions based on themes and concepts, live projects, teachers demonstration, debates, science
model exhibitions and many more activities.
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Children's day:
On this day we pay tribute to our ﬁrst Prime Minister of independent India popularly known as “Cha
Cha”. It is celebration of childhood. To keep the spirits of children high, the teachers presented
themselves as children reﬂecting their activities in school and organised various programmes for the
children. Children had a fun ﬁlled day.

Mathematics day (Ganith week) :
The Government of India decided to celebrate Ramanujan's birthday as the National Mathematics Day
every year in credit of his contribution to mathematics. Mathematics teachers expressed their
gratitude towards the role of mathematics in our lives.
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Independence Day Celebrations
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Republic Day Celebrations
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Math Exhibition
Edify organized a "Math Exhibition" on December 22nd to provide students the platform to exhibit their
knowledge and interest for the subject. Students' used the opportunity and came up with different ideas
to show that Math is challenging and interesting.
The club purely emphasizes on encouraging students to shed their inhibitions and develop interest for
the subject. They believe understanding the concepts will attract the child towards the subject and
vigorous practise will keep the child at ease with the subject. The math fraternity aims to provide
awareness among the children about the importance of Math in every ﬁeld and the wide range of
opportunities the subject offers.
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Student Council Elections and Investiture Ceremony
Owning up responsibility of moulding the citizens of the futuristic world, we aim at creating the foothold for the leader of
tomorrow. Leadership is imbibed and inculcated through experience and every little situation that calls for problem- solving
techniques and the remediation measures adopted go a long way in the young leader carving a niche for him / her.
The election campaign was held with great involvement and enthusiasm by Vishwa of Ventus house, Mukesh of Ignis house and
Lokesh of Terra house. And the election polling booth was held on 8th July 2015 were the children showed their sincerity and
loyalty by giving their votes to their preferred candidates for the wellness of the school.
Master Sreeman of Grade X was elected as the Head Boy and Kumari. Sameera of Grade X was elected as the Head Girl of
the School.
The house Captain, Vice-Captain, Cultural Captain and Vice-Captain and sports captain were elected as per their performance.
This helped the students and teachers to understand the philosophy of the school and to live by it. And it even helped to instil a
feeling of communion.

Student council Members
S. No.

Category

1.

Ventus House

2.

Captain

Vice-Captain

P. Vishal

P.Bhargav Santhosh

Terra House

K. Ritheesha priya

A. Harshitha

3.

Aqua House

S. Lakshya Jain

S. Mariam Afra

4.

Ignis House

Rayaan Md

D. Manas

5.

Cultural & Co-Curricular

S. Abhishikta

C .K. Haritha

6.

Sports & Extra Curricular

M. Hemani

R. Nava shakthi
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Annual Day Celebrations 2016-17
Edify celebrated its second Annual day on January 8, 2016 at the open air theatre of Sri Padmavathi
Educational Institutions. 2016-17 has been another successful year for Edify school, and Annual day
celebration was the best platform to showcase our students' talents.
This year our moto has been "Clean India". Edify believes in nurturing young minds to keep their
surroundings clean in order to bring a positive change in the society. This step was initiated to promote
“Clean India” in every household.
To grace the occasion we had a wide range of guests from different professions. The Guests of Honour
Smt. M. Sugunamma garu, MLA of Tirupati and Sri. K.

Ram Mohan Naidu garu, a young MP from

Srikakulam. Our Special invitee Mr. Nara Rohit garu, a ﬁlm actor par excellence and the Chief Guest Mr. J.
Prabhakar Rao, IPS presided over the function.
The evening began with an Audio-Visual presentation, a retrospect to the successful journey of our
founder Sri. P. Mohan garu and the establishment of Sri Padmavathi Group of Educational Institutions. The
honorable guests delivered speeches inspiring students to choose their profession according to their
interests and urged both parents and teachers to encourage students in this Endeavor. The guests
awarded medals and trophies to Edify's achievers in Academics, Co curricular activities, and Sports for the
academic year2016-17. The team championship in Co-Curricular activities was awarded to Ventus House
and team championship in Sports was bagged by Aqua house.
As the cultural programs began, the audience were on their feet humming tunes and shaking a leg.
The cultural team presented a wide range of programs like classical songs by the choir group, classical
dance with digital themes was the highlight of the evening, the school band played latest tunes on the
keyboard and Rhythm pads, and western dance troupe danced to popular songs and enthralled the
audience. The tiny tots of Edify representing different regions in India in colorful costumes promoted
nationalism and brotherhood. The environmental club took the initiative to spread the message "Clean
India" with Mime presentations.
Finally the celebration ended on a happy note with the cooperation of everyone associated
with Edify.
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Annual Day Celebrations 2016-17
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Academic Excellence Awards 2016 - 17
Grade – 1
Grade – 2
Grade – 3
Grade – 4
Grade – 5
Grade – 6
Grade – 7
Grade – 8
Grade – 9
Grade – 10
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Yoshith Jagadish Kumar
T. Dheeraj
B. Saranya
S. Hazna
Vasupradha Sandeep
G. Sreeja
S. Rishita
T. Hithin Vaibhav
V. Sriya Rao
I. Sameera

------M. Greeshma Reddy
U. Gowtham Sathvik
------B. Pratheek
------E. Sathvika
------S. Joshita
A. Mohita Reddy
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Individual Champions in Annual Sports Meet 2016-17
Senior boys
Senior girls
Junior boys
Junior girls

P. Sai Reswanth (8 S)
M. Hemani (9 M)
D. Joy Sujith (6 T)
D. Dhaneesha Reddy (6 M)
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Student’s Individual Achievements in Various External Events

R. Nava Shakthi (9 M) Invitational National Karate
Champion Ship – 2016 1st place

G. Mohith (2 P)State level Chess
Competition – 2016 (Sub Jr. Boys) 1st place

V. Mohitha (5 T)State level Chess
Competition – 2016 (sub Jr. girls)1st place

G. Midhun (5 T)State level Chess
Competition – 2016 (Jr. Boys)1st place

C. Sohan Reddy (4 T)CBSE South Zone Skating
Champion Ship – 2016 – 17 (Under- 10 boys)2nd place

D. Sreeman ReddyCBSE South Zone Skating
Champion Ship – 2016 – 17 (under- 17 boys) 2nd place
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Student’s Individual Achievements in Various External Events

T. Hithin Vaibhav FIDE Rated International Rank 1060

A.Satya Rishith secured 2nd Place in
Saskhi India Math Bee

M. Grishma Reddy
Sakshi India Spell Bee Got selected for state level

Anirudh Srivatsan
Unique World Records,
Youngest to memorize the world map
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CBSE South Zone Skating Meet 2016-17
Edify school, Tirupati has another feather in its cap, as it hosted the CBSE South Zone Skating
Championship 2015-16. 2000 Students from 7 states, representing more than 350 schools, participated in
various categories and different age groups.
The chief guest for the inaugural function Dr. Kantha Rao garu DIG, Andhra Pradesh Anti Smuggling and
Redsanders, the Guest of honor Sri Venugopal Rao garu former Indian Cricketer released pigeons and
balloons to ﬂag off the South Zone Skating Championship, 2016. This week long meet was highly
entertaining as highly competitive and exceptionally talented skaters won medals, broke previous records
to make their parents and the school proud. Following suit, Ediﬁers Sohan Reddy of Grade IV Titans
bagged 2nd place in the under 10 category and Srimaan Reddy of Grade X Mavericks won in the 2nd place
in the under 19 category and were chosen to participate in the CBSE National Meet.
This event gave Edify an opportunity to prove itself in terms of conduct and facilities. We at Edify
committed to do our best, provided the best skating rink, supported ofﬁcials in the conduct of the
competitions and exhibited utmost care in making the participants stay comfortable. However the tiring
efforts of the Edify team was appreciated both by the participants and ofﬁcials.
At the valedictory function, the chief Observer Mr.Chokalingam, Chief Referee Mr.Antony James and the
Management Committee of Edify School, Tirupati conducted the ceremonial practice of lowering the
CBSE ﬂag and handing it over to the CBSE ofﬁcials. The Chairperson Smt. Sulochana garu declared the
CBSE meet closed. The guests awarded medals and certiﬁcates to aspiring skaters. The dynamic and
progressive team of physical education teachers Mr. Vishnuvardhan, the skating coach; Mr. Shankar, the
Physical Education Co-ordinator; Mr. Arun, the Physical Education teacher were honored in appreciation
of their contribution to sports at Edify.
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F
A arewell Day Celebrations
A farewell program was organised for the outgoing batch of Grade X, in the school auditorium. Students
reminisced their fun-ﬁlled days in school. The event also saw a cultural program by the students and the
whole event was managed by Grade IX students. It was an incredible evening hosted and organised by
Grade IX students, to bid farewell for Grade X students. It was a day of mixed feelings for both the
students and the school staff. Happiness for completing the school journey and ready to conquer the
world but heartache for leaving their beloved school was much evident from the students' faces. The
program started with an address by Director Mr.P.Praneeth then by the Principal followed by the speech
of Academic co-ordinator. The outgoing batch expressed their spirits on this occasion. Gleaming with
pride and joy, in their colourful attire, the students enjoyed the celebration and the dance party
immensely.
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Field Trips
School ﬁeld trips give students more opportunities for “hands-on learning.” For example, instead
of just reading about milking cows, students who visit a dairy farm can observe cows being milked,
and possibly even get to try it themselves. When students go on ﬁeld trips, they are taught by more
people than their regular teachers. They are brought out into the community to interact with
experts in their ﬁelds. Visiting a ﬁrehouse, riding on a ﬁre truck and speaking to a real ﬁre ﬁghter
are inspiring experiences that cannot be experienced in the conﬁnes of the classroom. The things
children see and experience on ﬁeld trips can increase their motivation for learning. Being out and
about in the community and seeing how adults are using their education inspires students to
persevere. Field trips result in greater appreciation and respect for the institution that was visited.
Greater understanding builds interest and care.
Grade I Field Trip to Temple and Church

Grade I Field Trip to Airport

Grade II Field Trip to Construction site
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Field Trips
Grade II Field Trip to Regional Science Centre

Grade III Field Trip to Post Ofﬁce

Grade III Field Trip to RED FM 93.5

Grade IV Field Trip to Zoo Park
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Grade V Field Trip to Regional Science Centre

Grade VII Field Trip to Sculpture making Centre

Grade VII Field Trip to Kalamkari Printing Place

Joy of Giving
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Grade X Industrial visit to Amara Raja Growth Corridor

Grade IX and X visit to Indus School of Leadership
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Student Contribution
IN WHAT WAY DID THE SCIENCE DEVELOPMENT INFLUENCED
ME IN THE LAST 2 YEARS??
There were many drastic changes which took place from the last two years. But now we are
going to see the latest developments which took place in the social network called the whatsapp. I am
totally amazed by using this website with new updations.
As we know the whatsapp version was introduced recently in 2012... as the years passed on
there were many updates which took place in this website. Recently from the last 2 years we saw many
new updates in whatsapp. Some of them like voice calls, video calls, chats, archived, and etc… These
changes got more responds from the people. But eventually, whatsapp has become one of the most
popular website which is used by 90% of the people from the last two years. Recently we got the
information from the government that most of the girls in last two years have been using this website
rapidly. So I almost conclude that whatsapp is used very effectively. But using of this website for some
corner is good, but not to the extent. Whatsapp has got more craze from the teenagers in previous
years, and had increased rapidly. There are many changes that took place in whatsapp. As I too use this
app it gives me more enthusiasm to chat with my friends and relatives. So basically whatsapp also have
equality same as facebook but its far better than facebook. That’s why it has more demand in youth.
Finally, I could conclude that whatsapp has given the youth a good time pass with the latest
updates, etc... And I think this whatsapp ratings can increase more in the upcoming years of the
generation.
S. Abhishikta

Grade 9 Stalwarts

IMAX WITH LASER
Do you enjoy movies by watching it in IMAX? Yes, indeed. But what if the projector in IMAX
projects a movie with laser!! So cool right. Let us know about it.
IMAX unveiled Europe's ﬁrst "IMAX with laser" digital projection system. As the name implies,
the main difference is that laser-based IMAX uses a laser light source rather than a stupendously
powerful 15kW xenon arc lamp. This results in a brighter, sharper picture, along with a wider colour
gamut. IMAX with laser has "50 percent greater" brightness than the DCI spec. The contrast ratio is
"double" that of IMAX 15/70mm ﬁlm projection and "higher" than the 2500:1 contrast ratio of IMAX's
xenon lamp-based projection systems. Inside each projector, the underlying technology is still
fundamentally based on Texas Instruments' DLP chips, but instead of the usual prism there's "an openframe technology" made of invar. The fact that there's no glass to lead beams of light astray, increases
image sharpness. IMAX Melbourne is the ﬁrst cinema outside Nth America to install cutting edge next
generation IMAX LASER technology - furthering our commitment to providing Melbourne with an
unrivalled premium cinema experience. Overall, IMAX with laser is really quite impressive. The only
problem is that it's impossible to authoritatively state how awesome it is without a side-by-side
comparison with a competing projection system.
So, this new idea had really inﬂuenced me and made me to think some more new ideas which
make people enjoy by that creative invention.

S.Rishitha
Class 7, Mavericks
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THE DEMANDING DRONE- KARMA
From two years onwards there are so many scientiﬁc developments that inﬂuence us a lot. The
most in which I’ve got inﬂuenced is the “Gopro Karma” which is a wonderful invention by “Gopro”.
GoPro Karma ditches the idea of strapping an action camera to your helmet, and instead
lets you ﬂy high in the sky, with the purpose of giving you a perspective and really cool shots of
your extreme adventures.
GoPro Karma is a camera drone which was released on 23 of October 2016 that can use the
GoPro Hero 4, Hero 5 Black, or Hero 5 Session as its camera. This is a wonderful ability in it. The
cameras attach to the underside of Karma with a new stabilization mount - even though the Hero 5
now includes video stabilization. The new mount can also slot into a Hero Grip, which you can use
as a handheld or mount onto your GoPro-compatible products.
We can use these even when we are on a journey which is an adventure. Can we take pics
with normal cameras with a superb quality during an adventure? Never! But now due to karma we
are able to! We can take Karma where ever we go that is even in air.
Thus, I conclude by saying that we have got a fantastic invention from Gopro which can
even ﬂy!!! A lot of people are buying it from the time of its release. Even it’s really cheap. It helps us
a lot take clear and wonderful pictures.

M. Swapna Priya
Grade 8 Stalwarts
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TIME IS PRECIOUS DON'T WASTE IT!
To know the value of ONE YEAR,
ask a student who has failed an exam.
To know the value of ONE MONTH,
ask a mother who has given birth to a premature baby.
To know the value of ONE DAY,
ask the editor of a weekly magazine.
To know the value of ONE HOUR,
ask the boy who takes the examination.
To know the value of ONE MINUTE,
ask a person who has missed the train.
To know the value of ONE SECOND,
ask a person who met with an accident.
To know the value of ONE MILLISECOND,

Joshitha. N

ask an athlete who came second in Olympics.

Grade 9 Mavericks

SCHOOL TIMES…..
The time that we spent together

The time that we longed for something

In sunshine or in gloomy weather

every morning for us, was exiting

Created so many wonderful memories

When our imagination had no limits

We were full of happiness, without any worries

we were always cheerful with high-spirit
The time that we had unlimited fun

The time that we learnt and played will

So fast from us, it has run

always stay in our hearts and never fade

we didn't even notice it slipping away

We had many unique experiences

how nice it would be! If we could relive everyday

our joy had no boundaries and no fences
The time that was the best of our childhood
The time that we hid from our teachers

there is a lot more to tell, I wish I could

when we were bored by their endless lectures

we played the role of a child, a student, and a

From them, many things we did learn

friend

our gratitude, we express in return
But like this poem, our school times have also
come to an end.
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Sameera I
Head Girl
Grade X Mavericks

LIFE IN SCHOOL… A MEMORY TO REJOICE
As I look back to my ﬁrst day in school, in class I, I remember tears rolling down my
immature eyes; not willing to leave my parents and go to school. Here I am now, as tears roll down
my matured eyes; difﬁcult to leave my friends and my school.
This journey of ten long years, is the period of growth and developing the habits we would
ever need in life. It is only in school that we are as free as birds, ready to ﬂy.
All those outdoor games, munching tidbits during lessons, never – ending gossips with our
pals, have now turned into reminiscence. Scolding and punishments we now miss, which recall the
string of joyful events in school. Those giggles during serious moments, put a smile on our face
now. How we enjoyed the holidays until the last few days when it occurs to us that we have holiday
home works.
The only time we students took seriously; the announcement of exam dates when a chill
would go down our spines. How devotional we were before the exams and how emotional after
our results.
The high school - a time when duties were assigned to us and a feeling of pride kept us
engaged. Those ﬁeld trips for which we packed snacks, put on our caps. The excitement that
overwhelmed us to go out of school, started a few days ago. The annual day, thrilling experience of
missing and bunking classes to go for dance practices our favourite.
Till high school, we were over excited on the last day of school, because we wanted to go
out of school, that we considered a prison. On the contrary, the ending of school days, the period
of melancholy, we don't want to leave school.
We were so busy building our personality at school, as well as enjoying, that we forgot we
were making memories. Hence, folks, enjoy every instant of school, so that you have millions of
pleasures to be recollected.

Ritheesa K
Grade X Mavericks

LAZINESS
Laziness is an art;

Everyone is lazy; some are lazy to walk

An art that is hard to pull apart

Others are lazy to talk
Some are lazy to sleep

Laziness experts; people like me

And some are lazy, even to leap

Always tend to be serene and free
We are magnanimous when it comes to lending energy

So, no one actually has the right

From duties like – picking up a pencil to watering a tree

To call oneself active and light
Unless they run with time

Laziness requires a lot of patience; after all
On has to sit all day without working at all

Second to second; minute to minute; considering it prime.

Mohitha Reddy A
Grade X Mavericks
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MY SISTER
I have a little sister who is pretty.
She is only three but very naughty.
I love her or she loves me.
She ﬁghts for me yet cries with me.
We care for each other.
We sing, dance and have fun together.
Life seems that it will be the same forever.
Now she stays miles away in America.
I continue to live in India.
Technology has wiped out our loneliness.
Skype gives us the feeling of togetherness.
She sings there and I dance here
She cries there and I console her from here
Life is reel but makes us feel real.

Vedanth
IV Stalwarts

A TRIP TO THE VILLAGE
Once after taking his son around the village,
Dad asked his son, Did you see how poor they are?
Son replied:
We have one dog, they have four;
We have one pool, they have rivers;
We have street lights, they have moon light;
We buy food, they grow their food;
We have walls to protect us, they have friends;
We learn from encyclopaedias, they learn from their experiences.
Then he added:
Thanks dad for showing me how poor we are.

K. Revanth

A TRIP TO THE VILLAGE
All of us do not have equal talents,
but all of us have equal opportunities to develop our talents.
Do not take rest after your ﬁrst victory,
because if you fail in the second,
more lips are waiting to say,
that your ﬁrst victory was just luck.
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Disha

DISCRIMINATION OF WOMEN
Ask yourself, how many women leaders are there in Indian politics. The answer would be very few.
We follow the latest technology, make amends in our culture, but discrimination of women is still a
prominent problem.
A woman take up many roles right from her birth to death. A good daughter, a responsible sister,
caring wife, and sacriﬁcing mother. Every child will have some dream or goal to achieve but what's
happening to it after a certain age or after marriage. Who is deciding her dreams. This is indeed a
million dollar question.
Discrimination follows her like a shadow in the light, like fear in the dark, and like a dream during
her sleep. Let us come together and cultivate good thoughts of giving equal opportunities to
everyone, irrespective of their gender.
M. Revanth
VI Titans

LIFE IS FULL OF LESSONS
Life is full of lessons
But, we have to be willing to learn
Take as much valuable information in your brain
So, that way we can earn knowledge.
Knowledge builds your world
There is more for you to gain
Continue to edify yourself
A. Likhith

Carry out your mission and feed your brain

VII Mavericks

ALL ABOUT MY SCHOOL
Edify is something,

So much to do,

Edify is something,

we must all embrace.

Study and learn.

we must all embrace.

Knowledge we need,

To get the most from edify,

Just remember to learn,

to seek out and chase.

we should consistently attend. at your own pace.

Subject and teaching styles,

Around each corner,

Are plentiful and vary.

there's always a friend.

Just like the backpacks,

Our favourite teachers,

we all need to carry.

Are friendly and kind.

Sports, clubs, and activities,

Their passion and job,

at every single turn.

to expand every mind.

By upcoming poetess,

K. Sanjana Choudhary
VII Mavericks
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IMAGINATIVE EDUCATION
From the day we are born till the day we die, there is a common thing we do daily, getting
knowledge! This way of attaining knowledge is called education. Children's mind is a pot full of
questions that not even elders can answer. There the creativity begins from where they start
creating their own answers. As we know, knowledge is very important for our life, teachers are the
ones who provide us with it. But nowadays, children hate studying! Why? This is because each child
has interest in something or the other and can't multitask by studying each and every subject. They
have the interest to take part only in those ﬁelds in which they have interest or passion. Our parents
and teachers say that Every Child is Different but as teachers can't teach each child differently the
child faces a problem to understand everything!
The human psychology tells us that each child has different abilities and if they are taught the
way they like surely they ﬂy high in the sky with colours. So the best way to make each child enjoy
their lessons is 'learning by doing'. Imagination and creativity must replace their books and
enjoyment and happiness must take place in their life. Each child will surely love to learn something
this way each day. Making their teachers their friends and books their teachers can truly change a
student's life. The enmeshed of students i.e. home works and class works should be eliminated .In
this manner, Education will become the best known thing in their life.
We must take notice that every child has great potential to perform great actions and miracles if
they have guidance and wisdom. This must happen in every child to become great assets of the
nation and also to make INDIA the most developed nation. Love of learning and learning to love
should be set in every child's mind.
“Let's make great leaders from now on for a better and bright future."

Sanjana
VII Mavericks

TONGUE TWISTERS
Ÿ A box of biscuits, a box of mixed biscuits, and a biscuit mixer.
Ÿ Ken Dodd's dad's dog's dead.
Ÿ One smart fellow, he felt smart
Ÿ Two smart fellows, they felt smart
Ÿ Three smart fellows, they all felt smart.
Ÿ The big, blue bug bled black blood.
Ÿ A proper copper coffee pot.
Ÿ Rubber baby buggy bumpers!
Ÿ The crow ﬂew over the river with a lump of raw liver.
Ÿ The little red lorry went down Limuru road.
Ÿ Does this shop sport short socks with spots?
Ÿ They hatch ﬁsh at the state ﬁsh hatchery and sell hatched ﬁsh to the ﬁsh

stick factory.
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P. Vinuthna
VII Mavericks

A GIFT-ENVIRONMENT
Once upon a time, a boy was walking through a wood and he thought he could hear a sad cry, as
though someone was crying while singing. Following the sound he came to a big, round,
mysterious, grey fountain. The sad sobbing seemed to be coming from the fountain pool. The boy
swept aside the pool's dirty surface water and saw a group of grey ﬁsh swimming in a slow circle
through the pond. With each lap they made, their little voices opened and out came the sobbing
sound.
Amused by this, the boy tried to catch one of these incredible talking ﬁsh. But when he stuck his
arm into the water it turned grey right up to the elbow. As this happened, a huge sadness entered
into him, and he suddenly understood how sorrowful the ﬁsh was feeling. He felt just like the earth
on his arm; dirty and contaminated.
He quickly pulled his arm out of the water, and ran from that place. But the arm stayed grey, and
the boy continued feeling sad. He tried so many times to cheer himself up, but nothing worked.
That was, until he realized that if he were to make the Earth happy then that happiness would be, in
turn, transmitted back to him, through the earth on his arm.
From then on he set about looking after the countryside. He cared for the plants, he did what he
could do to keep the water from being polluted, and he encouraged others to do the same. He was
so successful that his hand started to recover its normal colour. When the grey had disappeared
completely, he started feeling happy again, and he decided to go and visit the fountain. When he
was still some way from the fountain he could hear the ﬁsh singing happy hymns, and he heard
them joyfully splashing in the crystal clear waters of that magic fountain.
It was plain to see that the Earth had returned to its original happiness; and the boy felt even
happier at the sight.

K.R. Eashwar Sai
VII Mavericks

YOU AND I
Only one I in the whole wide world

It's more and more mysterious,

And millions and millions of you,

The more I think it through:

But every you is an I to itself

Every you everywhere in the world is an I;

And I am a you to you, too!

Every I in the world is a you

But if I am a you and you are an I
And the opposite also is true,
It makes us both the same somehow
Yet splits us each in two.
Soshwitha
Grade VIII Stalwarts
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FUN FACTS
Ÿ Liechtenstein, the world's sixth smallest country, is the largest exporter of false teeth.
Ÿ In Switzerland, it is illegal to keep just one guinea pig.
Ÿ Barbie doll's full name is Barbara Millicent Roberts.
Ÿ The colour Orange is named after the fruit, but before that, it was called geoluhread (yellow-red).
Ÿ If you drilled a tunnel straight through the earth and jumped in, it would take you about 42 minutes

to get to the other side.
Ÿ The shortest complete sentence in the English language is 'Go'.
Ÿ Porcupines ﬂoat on water.
Ÿ When the moon is directly overhead, you will weigh slightly less.
Ÿ An ostrich's eye is bigger than its brain.
Ÿ Leonardo Da Vinci invented the scissors.
Ÿ Elephants are the only animals that cannot jump.
Ÿ Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone, never called his mother or wife because they

both were deaf.
Ÿ The word 'lethologica' describes the state of not being able to remember the word what you want.
Ÿ Camels have three eyelids to protect themselves from the blowing desert sand.
Ÿ Currency Note are made out of heavy paper, cotton and linen.

Udaya Bhargavi
VIII Mavericks

REAL MEANING OF EDUCATION
Education is manifestation of the divine perfection. Most of the people merely think that
the one who scores more marks is more educated. Education is something different. Education is
not measured by marks, scored by the student but by the growth of a student into a true human
being and into a perfect man.
The word Education is derived from Latin word 'Educare' which means to 'develop'.
Education helps a child with his/her own inﬁnite potential, through education the child adopts new
knowledge and discovers world around him/her.
E
eradicate ignorance and illiteracy
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D

-

develops a sense of discipline

U

-

utilise the power of understanding

C

-

cultivate a sense of curiosity

A

-

acquire the quality of tolerance

T

-

teach new thoughts

I

-

inculcate interest for inquisitiveness

O

-

obedient to elders

Manisha Gupta

N

-

noble and humble

VIII Mavericks

POEM ON SUCCESS
The road to success is not quiet straight,
There is a curve called failure,
A loop called confusion,
Speed bumps called friends,
Red light called enemies,
Caution lights called family.
You will ﬁnd breaks called evil thoughts,
Flat tyres called jobs,
But if you have a spare called determination,
An engine called perseverance,
A driver called will power,
You will make it a place called 'Success'.

Rishitha.E
VII Mavericks

STUDENT'S LIFE
Student's life is full of fun
Work and play.

Studies develop brainpower,

Their day begins with a prayer

Sports develop willpower.

And, ends with a play.

They can do both
Without any pain.

They go to school with a heavy bag on their back,
And water bottles in their bag.

They use pens,

They sit in the class and toil all day,

They use papers.

And learn about materials that coil all day.

They can draw many things
And make many colorful rings.

In school they make many friends,
And learn many trends.

East or west

They even learn values

Student's life is the best,

Of love and life.

They can start their day with a prayer
And end with lots of play.

They study all day
And are bright like the sunray
They can even swim
Like the ﬁsh in the bay.

K. Sanjana
VII Mavericks
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SIGNIFICANCE OF LIFE

WHAT IS LIFE?

Life is a challenge - meet it

Life is a Goal ... Achieve it

Life is a gift- accept it

Life is a Challenge ... Meet it

Life is an adventure - dare it

Life is a Gift ... Accept it
Life is a Duty ... Perform it

Life is a duty - perform it

Life is a Game ... Play it

Life is a game - play it

Life is a Mystery ... Unfold it

Life is an opportunity - utilize it

Life is a Song ... Sing it
Life is a Promise ... Fulﬁl it

Life is a promise - fulﬁl it

Life is a Love ... Enjoy it

Life is a struggle - ﬁght it

Life is a Beauty ... Praise it

Life is a puzzle - solve it

Life is a Spirit ... Realize it
Life is a Struggle ... Fight it

Life is a goal - achieve it

Life is a Puzzle ... Solve it
K. Sanjana

Leela Krishna M

VII Mavericks

Grade VIII, Mavericks

POEM ON EDIFY SCHOOL (MY THOUGHTS)
Hark we boys and girls of Edify School
Proudly sing the glory of our school
Far from the maddening crowd are we
In the dale of beauty, near the surf ridden sea
Our devoted teachers train and grooms us
Enlighten our minds and sharpen our wits
Strengthen our memories, show us right and truth,
Holding the torch of knowledge high....
Hard work is the key to success,
onwards, we march in strength and faith
citizens of India, Edify teaches
Help us God to reach our Goal

Neha K
Grade VIII, Mavericks
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Beneﬁts of Cashless Money
As the country moves towards a cashless environment after demonetization, the initial awe
and confusion have given way to a ﬂurry of concerns. Cashless policy has a lot of advantages.
1.

Using a payment card gives convenience and security than making cash withdrawal

2.

It will reduce pickpocketing and highway robbery which is very rampant

3.

It will help users control reckless spending.
So try to use electronic banking, online transactions.

Neha K
Grade VIII, Mavericks

Article on Save Water
Earth is the only known planet in this universe where life is possible only because of the availability of
water and oxygen. Water is most important necessity of life for all the living beings on the earth.
Without water no one can exist even for a day. We also know that there is very less percentage of
clean water means drinking water available on the earth. So, we should not waste clean water and
save it for future generations. We should change our bad habits into positive ones and spread
awareness among people about the importance of clean water. We should promote the less use and
saving of clean water to maintain the continuity of life on the earth.
Hitesh
Grade VII, Stalwarts

“Educating the girl child means educating the family”
Education of a child starts from the family and mother is the ﬁrst teacher. But the irony in India is that
although the deity of education is a female i.e. goddess Saraswathi according to the Hinduism,
innumerable number of women are till illiterate. They are not remaining uneducated by their own
wish but they are being forbidden from receiving education because of the patriarchal families in
our society. Right from the early Vedic period people have been celebrating born into a family were
not neglected and educate unproperly. However, the scene was changed during the later Vedic age
and the daughters were considered as a social burden. Only the girls belonging to upper class family
enjoyed the right of education. In medieval period the females and even in royal families' girls could
not get the same status as the boys.

Monisha M
Grade VII, Stalwarts
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How Teenagers spend their free time
The recent survey that reveals how teens spend their free time as brought up very interesting results.
The mind, mood and style of today's youth are absolutely different. A difference is seen between the
thinking of boys and girls in the urban sector. If the girls like spending their maximum time in
watching movies, serials and listening to songs then boys spend maximum time in playing games;
both are in the ratio of 40%. While only 10%girls prefer playing games, 5%boys like watching serials
and 25% like watching sports. A very less percentage of teens are involved in reading books or
studying (25%in girls and 20% in boys). The youth of today is bursting with passion as well as fashion.
With changing times, the youth is becoming modern. Some sober teens are also pressurized to be
fashionable and become modern to move with their generation and spend time in various creative
and imaginative works which they would do the whole year. 15% of girls and 10%of boys like talking
to their friends. The data needs looking into, and there has to be moderation in everything.
Vinuthna
VII Mavericks

ACROSTIC POEM
SCHOOL

I am big tree these are my branches and there are my leaves

Super

and these are my ﬂowers and these are my fruits, I give shade to

Cool

birds and you.

Happy

A tree is like our mother whenever we play bestow its love and

On time

blessings on us.

Outdoor play
Learning

A Tree is like our mother

Vinuthna
VII Mavericks

It never let us fall as it treats as its own soul it gives everything it
can give. It provides us oxygen to live, fruits and vegetables to eat.
Then why are we cutting a tree in such a rude way why are we
cutting like a hungry devil. It destroys our animals and humans life.
A tree that looks at “God” whole day and join its leafy hand to pray
that “save my life” we can save many lives by planting a single seed.
Plant today to live tomorrow.

Hitaishinee
Grade II M
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My school gave me the best gift of all,
“Believing in me”
I am Proud to be an ediﬁer
Thank you edify!!
T. Jayatri
III M

How is India getting polluted?
Conversation between Sahithee and Rakshitha
Sahithee:
Rakshitha:
Sahithee:
Rakshitha:
Sahithee:
magazine.

Hey, Rakshitha how are you?
Hai, Sahithee, I'm ﬁne.
Can you do a favour for me?
Of course yes!! tell me…….
Rakshitha, I have to submit an article for my school
Can you
Suggest me a nice topic?
Rakshitha: Yes, of course!!...........Idea!! Come along with me.
Sahithee: Yeah let us go…….
Rakshitha: See here, there in the picture, the man is smoking, the factory is giving out
smoke, people are also throwing the trash wherever they feel like!!
Rakshitha: Do you think this is the way we take care of our planet 'Earth' Why don't you
write about the same!!
Sahithee: Thank you for helping Rakshitha. You are very good at giving ideas!!
The earth is getting affected a lot because of the pollution caused by vehicles. They go even to the
nearby shops in cars or scooters instead, we can go by cycle or by walk.
Smoking: It spoils the lungs and it also pollutes air. The same people are telling us not to pollute the air!!
People do not switch off the engines near the signals, the next generation has to start cycle shops as
petrol and diesel are not going to be left for the future generations. So, I request everyone to switch off
the engines at signals which will reduce pollution and also save fuel.
There are many tasks and ways to keep earth clean! Wouldn't it be great earth would have more clean
water? Wouldn't it be great humans could produce more clean energy?
A great way to keep earth clean is to recycle. Recycle to reduce land, air and water pollution. Recycle to
save money and have a better life. Recycle to secure the future of coming generation.
This is a realistic quote
“It seems to me that natural world is the greatest source of excitement, the greatest source of visual
beauty, the greatest source of so much in life that makes life worth living?”
This quote is quoted by 'David Atten Borough'
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Earth needs many doctors to become healthy again. The environmental balance of the earth is severely
damaged. Care for earth to have safe future. Care for earth –care for humans!!
Sahithee.S
III M

The Butterﬂy Poem
Lovely little butterﬂy.
Blue and Green.
Sitting on a ﬂower.
It was seen.
Its wees wings.
Would open and close.
As it tasted the.
Pretty prim rose.
A.Nakkshatra
IM

Save Water
Drip, Drip

And burst into life.

We all know

Here it comes,

Birds will wash,

How important it is,

From the sky,

Kids will play,

To save our water

On the ground it runs.

Splish splash,

Our source of all life!

Filling the earth,

Hip Hip hurray.

With the food of life
Seeds will bud,

Parnika Reddy
IM
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A Poem
Only When the last
Tree has died and last
River has been poisoned
And the last ﬁsh has been
Caught will we realize that
We can't eat money.

Venkata Sai Nishith
III T

The Earth Poem
Water keeps me cool, tree brings a shade !!
People are so crual selling water my friends are last
brids chirps river sound that I like most hmmmmm! I
also remember about sun. That didn't know radiation
gun please, please plant a tree instead of industry !!
otherwise my beauty will become a history !!

E.Dhanush Suresh
II S

Make “Green Planet” More Green
Hey Buddy,
As we think of protecting our planet, the simplest step to start off with is by planting a sapling,
but our duty does not end there, we must nuture that little sapling, protect it for all the years to come
and see it grow into big tree, it our prime duty to protect them because them without trees. We are
going to be one big dry planet.
SAVE TREES
They will save you

D.Jershia Aslin Raj
IV S
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Planets
Ancient astronomers believed that earth was the Centre of the universe and that the sun and all the
other stars revolved around it. They called these object 'planets' meaning wonderers, and named
most of them after Roman deities. For example, Mars was named after the Roman god of; Venus, after
the Roman god of war; Venus, after the Roman goddess of love and beauty; and Saturn, after the
Roman god of Agriculture.
SAVE THE EARTH

D.Krisha

Do Not Burn Fire

IV S

It Is Harmful For
Ozone Layer.

National Science Day
In this modern era the life became very sophisticated because of science. So science plays a major role
in these days and what we are enjoying today is the inventions which are made by the scientists. So,
there is a necessity to promote science among the children and society.
We should celebrate science day colleges have to demonstrate their latest researches and
various projects which are made by students by conducting quiz, group discussions, science movies,
and exhibitions based on themes and concepts. This develops knowledge among students.
K.Rishi Krishan
II M

BAMBOO
Nature's Super Plant
Bamboo is one the fastest growing plants in the world. The shoots of Indian timber bamboo. For
example, grow at an overage rate of 70 cm per day!
Bamboo is the nature's super plant. It can be used to make a wide array of things. Its uses
range from clothing to construction, from bridges to ﬂutes and from houses to hats! Like steel,
bamboo has strong tensile strength and ﬂexibility. The distinct and fascinating grass is also used to
make functional as well as decorative objects. Some of them are bamboo mats, baskets window
blinds, trays, lamps and oil paper umbrellas.
C.K.Priyankhaa
IV S
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My Favourite Football Player
Lionel Messi is my favourite football player. He is called “God of football”. He uses ultimate skill
to go through the defenders. He is born on 24th June, 1987 in Rosario, Argentina.
He plays for Argentina and FC Barcelona. He scored most goals in La Liga and second most goals
in UEFA champion's League. He started playing for Barcelona at the age of 14. He scored more than
500 goals for FB Barcelona. He scored 96 goals in all UEFA competitions. He won many games for
Argentina but lost many ﬁnals. He won many titles for Barcelona. He has many wonderful teammates
like JR Neymar, Andres Iniesta, Suarez, Zlaten, Ronaldinho, Maradona, Lique, and Digne in Barcelona.
Romero and Rojo in Argentina.
A.S.Rishith
IV M
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Grade Wise Group Photos
IK Grade I

IK Grade II Orchids

IK Grade II Tulips
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IK Grade III Tulips

IK Grade III Daffodils

Grade I Mavericks
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Grade I Stalwarts

Grade I Titans

Grade I Pioneers
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Grade I Mavericks

Grade II Mavericks

Grade II Stalwarts
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Grade II Titans

Grade III Mavericks

Grade III Stalwarts
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Grade III Titans

Grade III Pioneers

Grade IV Mavericks
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Grade IV Stalwarts

Grade IV Pioneers

Grade V Mavericks
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Grade V Stalwarts

Grade V Titans

Grade VI Mavericks
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Grade VI Stalwarts

Grade VI Titans

Grade VII Mavericks
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Grade VII Stalwarts

Grade VIII Mavericks

Grade VIII Stalwarts
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Grade IX Mavericks

Grade IX Stalwarts

Grade IX Stalwarts
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P
SRI PADMAVATHI
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

• Sri Padmavathi School of Nursing
• Sri Padmavathi School of Pharmacy
• Sri Padmavathi College of Education
• Sri Padmavathi College of Technology & Management
• EDIFY School

P
SRI PADMAVATHI
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Mohan Gardens, Vaishnavi Nagar, Tiruchanoor, Tirupati, Ph : 0877 - 3242324,
Mob: 9505908888 Fax : 0877 - 2244471
E-mail : hr@edifyschooltirupati.com, Website : www.edifyschooltirupati.com

